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Jacobian Images of Super-Resolved Texture Maps for Model-Based Motion Estimation and Tracking

Moving Target Classification and Tracking from Real-Time Video p. 8
Real-Time Human Motion Analysis by Image Skeletonization p. 15
Efficient Computation of the Most Probable Motion from Fuzzy Correspondences p. 22
Video Occupant Detection for Airbag Deployment p. 30
Parking Lot Analysis and Visualization from Aerial Images p. 36
Recognizing Human Actions in a Static Room p. 42
Rotation and Zooming in Image Mosaicing p. 50
VideoBrush: Experiences with Consumer Video Mosaicing p. 56
Scanning a Document with a Small Camera Attached to a Mouse p. 63
Registration, Calibration and Blending in Creating High-Quality Panoramas p. 69
Bimodal System for Interactive Indexing and Retrieval of Pathology Images p. 76
On Computing Global Similarity in Images p. 82
Learning a Similarity-Based Distance Measure for Image Database Organization from Human Partitionings of an Image Set p. 88
Indexing Flowers by Color Names Using Domain Knowledge-Driven Segmentation p. 94
Integrated Approaches to Non-Rigid Registration in Medical Images p. 102
Analysis of the Tongue Surface Movement Using a Spatiotemporally Coherent Deformable Model p. 109
Automatic Contour Detection by Encoding Knowledge into Active Contour Models p. 115
Letter-Level Shape Description by Skeletonization in Faded Documents p. 121
A Polarization of Light Based System, Designed for Real-Time Applications in Computer Vision, making Use of Highlights in a Metallic Environment p. 128
A Computer Vision System for Lumber Production Planning p. 134
Surface Reconstruction from Sparse Fringe Contours p. 140
Volumetric Description of Dip Solder Joints from Range Data p. 146
Influence of Global Constraints and Lens Distortion on Pose and Appearance Recovery from a Purely Rotating Camera p. 154
3D Reconstruction of Environments for Virtual Collaboration p. 160
View Synthesis by Trinocular Edge Matching and Transfer p. 168
Omni-Rig Sensors: What Can be Done with a Non-Rigid Vision Platform p. 174
Comparative Studies of 3-D Textural Features and Their Reliability in Terrain Classification p. 182
Structural Lines for Triangulations of Terrain p. 188
Generalizing over Aspect and Location for Rooftop Detection p. 194
Automatic Interpretation of Contour Lines by Using External Data p. 200
A Qualitative Approach to Classifying Head and Eye Pose p. 208
Real Time Face and Object Tracking as a Component of a Perceptual User Interface p. 214
Real-Time Estimation of Head Motion Using Weak Perspective Epipolar Geometry p. 220